Merimbula-Imlay Men’s Bowling Club.
Another great week under the dome for our social bowls program
attracting over 180 bowlers for the three events. Great to see so
many visitors entering in to our the events.
Monday 6th in this week’s open triples the event was a Joe’s
special in which teams are selected at random. This week the
winning team was the grouping of Noel McArdle, Dave Clement and
Ian Lloyd recording a good 20 points one point ahead of second
placed Graham Hardy, Jeff Parry and Alex Dendryver on 19 points.
The pairing of Graham Terry and Pam Henderson rounded out the
prizes taking out third place.
Thursday 9th with 76 players in the field for the day’s nominated
triples event competition was going to be keen. Best preformed
team for the event was that of pair’s combination Mike Nicholls and
Doug Bell recording an excellent 24 points to win Green section.
Taking out second prize was a tighter affair with Peter Kaye, Peter
Moore and Greg O’Brien winning a count back on 19 pts from Alan
Schafer, Neil Clark and Con DeZwart to finish third. In Red section
Kevin Wagner, Graham Hardy and Bill Francis proved too good in
this section scoring a fabulous 24 pts six points ahead of second
placed Andy Kaden, Paul James and Nathan Ward on 18 pts which
was decided on a count back from Alan Simpson, Peter Soms with
Derek Richmond also with 18 pts. Lucky rink was awarded to Chris
Maxted, Ken Edwards and Terry Ubrihien.
Saturday Aug 11th with quite a lot of bowlers away with Ladies
State Pennant it was a good field of 52 players entered for the day’s
event. Coming out on top in the day’s game after playing fabulously
well were the combination of wife/husband Viv and Noel Bennett
recording a great 19 pts in the windy conditions. A point further
back and in second position were team of Maurice Cowley and Neil
Clark with 18 points. Lucky rink was won by Ray Jackson and
Brenda Hoskins.
Until next week – Be up

